
Urban Medical 1941 

Chapter 1941: Kingdom of God, the reason for Lan Xueyue's disappearance! 

  After solving everything, Ye Chen helped the Frost Sword God up and asked: "Frost Sword God, 

what happened in this Universe Killing Domain? Didn't you come to see Senior Frost Sword? Why...?" 

 

   "And why do you not hesitate to burn your blood and cultivation, let me come here?" 

 

The Frost Sword God took a deep look at Ye Chen, shaking his hands, took out a piece of blood-stained 

jade pendant from his arms, and said: "Ye Chen, I found this jade pendant in the Universe Killing 

Domain. He belongs to the Ice Sword Fairy. Zun Lan Xueyue." 

 

   "This jade pendant is filled with a powerful breath of life and the power fluctuations of the Ice 

Sword Immortal Lan Xueyue... He is really still alive, in this universe!" 

 

   "It's just that, no matter what, I can't contact Ice Sword Immortal Venerable. 

 

   It seems that he is trapped in a very strong prohibition. 

 

   This prohibition... has the power of the kingdom of God! " 

 

   Ye Chen heard the kingdom of God with a solemn expression. 

 

   Why do you always hear these two words recently? 

 

   Could it be that the people of the Kingdom of God want to trap the Frost Sword Immortal Zun Lan 

Xueyue? 

 

   But why? 

 

   Tens of thousands of years ago, Lan Xueyue, Immortal Frost Sword, was nothing more than a good 

fortune. 



 

  The people of the kingdom of God are strong, and they start to seal the door. Why do they want to 

trap a realm of good fortune? 

 

   and don't kill it directly? 

 

   All kinds of doubts made Ye Chen extremely puzzled. 

 

   Frost Sword God continued: "However, this jade pendant was obviously not lost by the Ice Sword 

Immortal Lan Xueyue accidentally, but he left it on purpose!" 

 

   Ji Lin interjected: "I stay here on purpose, why? Senior, how do you know it was on purpose?" 

 

   Frost Sword God smiled slightly and pointed on the jade pendant. In an instant, the brilliance 

flashed! 

 

   A line of text appears! 

 

   "Qiankun Killing Domain, Ye Chen, reincarnation!" 

 

   Frost Sword God glanced at Ye Chen, and said, "This is the reason. I wanted to leave the Universe 

Killing Domain to look for you, but unexpectedly I ran into someone from the Soul Palace." 

 

   "The Soul Palace had originally shot at my Ten Thousand Sword Emperor Palace, how could it let 

me go." 

 

   "I was seriously injured." 

 

"I thought I was going to die, so when I was dying, mystery was rumored. I never expected that when 

the soul hall was about to erase me, the bone-chewer ants would infest, and the soul palace thought I 

would be swallowed by the bone-chewer ants. But I didn't expect that by chance, I fell into the old 

man's formation by chance, and then I got my life back." 



 

   All the clues connected, Ye Chen suddenly. 

 

   "Senior, since you are injured, I will now take you back to Ten Thousand Sword Emperor Palace!" 

 

   Ye Chen said seriously. 

 

   However, the Frost Sword God shook his head: "Ye Chen, you go to the Ice Sword Immortal 

Venerable, the crisis of the Ten Thousand Sword Emperor Palace can only be completely solved by the 

return of the Ice Sword. 

 

"Qiankun Killing Domain is a place where chance and death coexist. He has been trapped for thousands 

of years. His cultivation is definitely not a good fortune realm, let alone a star aperture... He is the 

greatest hope of the Ten Thousand Sword Emperor Palace! I can't find it, just I can count on you." 

 

   "Although I don't understand the meaning of the word reincarnation he left behind, I think you 

should understand." 

 

   Ye Chen nodded, I am afraid that the word "Reincarnation" of Bingjian Immortal Venerable refers 

to the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

   "Then senior, what do you do?" 

 

The Frost Sword God sits cross-legged and runs the technique: "The old man is dead. There is no threat 

here. It is a blessed place for cultivation. I will restore a part of my cultivation here. At about the same 

time, I will leave the universe and go to Wanjian. Imperial Palace." 

 

   "The light in the jade pendant points in a direction. This is probably the clue left by the Ice Sword 

Immortal Venerable." 

 

   "Ye Chen, please!" 

 



   After speaking, his eyes were closed, and the cold air flowed. 

 

   Ye Chen glanced at Ji Lin, the two of them nodded, and said goodbye. 

 

   Two people walked out of the Netherworld Spirit Hall. 

 

   When they walked out, Ye Chen happened to see Leng Yan and Li Ting. 

 

   "Senior Ye, can you take us with you." 

 

   At this moment, Li Ting came over, looking at Ye Chen with beautiful eyes. 

 

   The cold face on the side was also an imploring look. There was no arrogant look on her face. 

 

   This Universe Killing Realm is even more terrifying than they thought. If there is no shelter, I am 

afraid it would have become a corpse before finding the Seven-faced Exquisite Grass. 

 

   Ye Chen wanted to refuse. After all, the two of them are enough. If you bring Li Ting and Leng Yan, 

you will have to be distracted. 

 

   When he was about to refuse, Ji Lin couldn't bear it and said, "Ye Chen, you can leave them two." 

 

   "They took care of me when I was asleep." 

 

   Ye Chen's mouth showed a hint of helplessness. Since Ji Lin had already spoken, he was too 

embarrassed to refuse. 

 

   "Alright, but you must listen to me along the way, the seven-sided exquisite grass matter, if you 

encounter it, I can help you." 

 



   Li Ting nodded obediently when Ye Chen agreed. 

 

   Originally, Ye Chen and Ji Lin entered the Nether Array Spirit Hall. Leng Yan and her thought that 

they were bound to die, but they were driven by curiosity and waited outside for a while. 

 

   I didn't expect Ye Chen and Ji Lin to actually come out. 

 

   This also made Leng Yan and Li Ting decide that they must follow Ye Chen. 

 

   With such a shelter from the strong, their journey will be easier next. 

 

   After Ye Chen agreed, Li Ting took Ji Lin's hand and chatted. As for Leng Yan's words, she still 

followed silently without saying a word. 

 

   Ye Chen glanced at the jade pendant and left in the direction pointed by the jade pendant. 

 

   This is the only opportunity right now. 

 

   And, as he got closer, he found that there was still a tombstone faintly shaking in the reincarnation 

cemetery, and it was obvious that there was still a great power trapped in the Universe Killing Domain. 

 

   If they can be rescued, it can be considered once and for all. 

 

   In the next half day, Ye Chen searched aimlessly. After all, the Ice Sword Immortal Venerable only 

left a rough position, not a specific location, so he could only take one step to see. 

 

   Leng Yan and Li Ting did not find the seven-faced exquisite grass, not only a little anxious. 

 

   Li Ting's body can no longer continue to drag for too long. 

 



   During this half-day, Ye Chen encountered some troubles, but they were all easily resolved. 

 

   Li Ting and Leng Yan were also fortunate, but fortunately they followed Ye Chen, otherwise the 

two of them would have already died. 

 

   "Look, how come there are so many warriors gathered in the front." 

 

   At this time, Li Ting glanced ahead and spoke directly. 

 

   Hearing Li Ting's voice, Ye Chen looked up and saw that there was a clearing area where many 

martial artists gathered, even the great powers on the second floor of the Star Aperture Realm saw five. 

 

   It is nothing more than a treasure that can gather so many powerful people. Since I met, Ye Chen 

also wanted to see it. 

 

   The four of them walked to the clearing. Ye Chen looked up and found that a stone gate was tightly 

closed. 

 

   The stone gate is indestructible, even if the star-aperture realm is strong, it won’t move. 

 

   There was a hustle and bustle all around, and some whispered, Ye Chen also understood what was 

going on. 

 

   This is a cemetery of ancient strong men. Rumor has it that there are all kinds of treasures, which 

have attracted many warriors. . 

 

   The ancient strongman cemetery is basically very difficult to encounter. Once you meet, the 

strongman in the closed door will fight for it. 

 

   The Star Aperture Realm powerhouse made a move just now, and the stone gate could not be 

dropped by bombardment. 

Chapter 1942: Profound flame power! 



   The cemetery of the ancient powerhouses has not known how many thousands of years it has 

existed. The Star Aperture Realm powerhouses bombarded one by one, taking turns. As for whether it 

can be blasted open, it has to be resigned. 

 

   It is also possible to explode only when the star-aperture realm is strong, and below the star-

aperture realm, the bombardment may not be able to break through ten thousand years. 

 

   Ye Chen heard that they had been waiting here for ten days, but there was no change in Shimen. 

 

   There are some warriors who are discouraged and plan to leave, but the Star Aperture Realm 

powerhouse does not plan to give up. 

 

   After finally meeting the cemetery of the ancient strong, how could he leave easily. 

 

   Ye Chen decided to wait for an hour here, and if the Shimen hasn't opened yet, he will leave. 

 

   After all, he has no time to spend here all the time. 

 

   An hour passed by, Ye Chen stood up from the ground and found that Shimen hadn't moved yet, 

ready to take Ji Lin and the others away. 

 

   There was a muffled noise when he was about to leave. 

 

   The entire stone gate suddenly opened! 

 

   The Star Aperture Realm that had bombarded Shimen was a little dumbfounded. They had known 

that it would open automatically, and they would not waste their energy. 

 

   When the Shimen opened, countless blood-colored bats flew out. There was no light in them, only 

a dark breath and a strange sound. 

 



   The body of the warrior present couldn't help but shiver. 

 

   Some low-strength warriors wanted to leave on the spot, who knew what terrifying existence 

would be encountered inside. 

 

   Although the treasures are attractive, they can only be taken if they are fate. 

 

   There are only a handful of warriors who have this kind of thought, and more warriors have been 

dazzled by benefits. 

 

   Ye Chen was considering whether to enter. 

 

   There is no shortage of treasures on his body. When Ye Chen was thinking, Ji Lin came to him and 

whispered in his ear: "Brother Ye Chen, let's go in and take a look." 

 

   Seeing Ji Lin's appearance, Ye Chen smiled in love, which was obviously bought by Li Ting. 

 

   During this period, the relationship between Li Ting and Ji Lin soared. 

 

   The key Li Ting's sect has a lot of delicious food, for Ji Lin, there is no ability to resist. 

 

   I must go inside, and I want to see if there are seven-sided exquisite grass. 

 

   "Let’s go in and take a look." 

 

   Looking for the master aimlessly like this is not a way, maybe the Ice Sword Immortal is trapped 

inside. 

 

   Although hope is slim, I still have to try it. 

 



   A group of warriors had already rushed over, Leng Yan came over, glanced at Ye Chen, the meaning 

is self-evident. 

 

   Ye Chen shook his head, he was not in a hurry now, he would follow up after these warriors 

entered. 

 

  Who knows the dangers inside, so let these people explore the way first. 

 

   Ye Chen saw that these people had almost rushed in, and he waved his hand and led the three Ji 

Lin directly in. 

 

   As soon as he stepped inside, he found that the ground was particularly soft and the surrounding 

area was particularly humid. 

 

   It was pitch black all around, Ye Chen wanted to use his divine mind to check, but found that the 

divine mind could not be used at all here, he could only rely on the naked eye. 

 

   With the naked eye, Ye Chen can only see clearly the situation three meters ahead, and there is no 

difference between it and a blind man. 

 

   There was no sound around, and the silence was terrible. Ji Lin was a little timid, clutching Ye 

Chen's fingers tightly. 

 

   No monsters were found along the way, but it had been half an hour and had not been out yet. 

 

   This made Ye Chen frowned. Although their speed was not fast, they were not slow. They didn't go 

out for half an hour. Who knows how long this road is? 

 

   They don't know, they can only continue walking, and an hour has passed, and suddenly there is a 

rustling voice. 

 

   Ye Chen waved his hand to stop the three of them and looked around vigilantly. 



 

   There must be something around here. 

 

   Click! 

 

   At this time, Ji Lin stepped on his foot, heard a crisp voice, looked down, and found a body that had 

just died. 

 

   The corpse had no flesh and blood, only a pile of bones. 

 

   Ye Chen looked down and found the bones of some martial artists, obviously they had just died. 

 

   rustle! 

 

   The sound kept ringing, like a urging bell, shocking everyone's hearts. 

 

   Ye Chen looked at the stone wall on the left, and suddenly found a group of ants crawling over. 

 

   "Bone Eater Ant!" 

 

   "The bone-chewing ant encountered by the Frost Sword God!" 

 

   "Let’s hurry up!" 

 

   Ye Chen roared, never expected that he would meet so soon. 

 

   Rumor has it that Lingwu Continent has suffered a catastrophe before because of the existence of 

Bonechewer Ants. 

 



   In their eyes, any warrior is flesh and blood, and is not afraid at all. 

 

   Even if you meet a strong gatekeeper, if you are not careful, you may fall. 

 

   Bonechewer ants didn't know how many warriors they had slaughtered. Every time they 

swallowed flesh and blood, they could grow rapidly. 

 

   Leng Yan and the others apparently knew the existence of Bonechewer Ants, and they turned pale 

with fright. 

 

   This is just the beginning, and I met the existence of bone-chewing ants, who knows what else is 

inside? 

 

   Now they have no time to think about it, they can only flee like crazy. 

 

   If you don't run away, only death awaits them. 

 

   frantically retreated along the way, and the Bonechewer Ants chased after them. 

 

"what!" 

 

   Li Ting let out a scream, in her calf, at least ten bone-chewing ants are eating her flesh and blood. 

 

   Her speed gradually slowed down, if there is no one to rescue her, only death. 

 

   Leng Yan saw this scene, gritted his teeth and rushed over. 

 

   She can't let Li Ting leave, the Bonechewer Ants rushed towards them behind them. 

 



   Leng Yan slashed out with a sword, and the sword energy swept away, but obviously, it had no 

effect. 

 

   Ji Lin wanted to use blood, but Ye Chen refused. 

 

   Essence and blood are powerful, but Ji Lin can't control it! 

 

   Li Ting and Leng Yan will also die! 

 

   Anyway, in Ye Chen's eyes, Leng Yan and the others are also teammates. In his mind, the words 

teammates were not abandoned. 

 

   Suddenly, Ye Chen thought of something! 

 

   Condensed in his hand, and a bright flame appeared! 

 

   Xuan Yan! 

 

   Ordinary means can't deal with bone-chewing ants at all, only special flames! 

 

After    Xuan Yan was refined, Ye Chen never used it! 

 

   I don’t know how powerful it is, so I can only give it a try! 

 

   Xuan Yan burst out continuously. 

 

   When the flame burned on the bonechewer ant, there was a thunderbolt. 

 

   The bone-chewing ants were directly burned all over, and when the profound flames emerged, 

these bone-chewing ants kept retreating, obviously very afraid. 



 

   Ye Chen and Ji Lin came to Li Ting's side, glanced at the bone-chewing ant on her body, and urged 

Xuan Yan! 

 

   When the flame approached Li Ting's body, the bone-chewing ants got out of her body one by one 

and fled. 

 

   Li Ting's forehead was covered with sweat, and her pretty face was pale. 

 

   "Thank you!" 

 

   Li Ting glanced at Ye Chen gratefully. 

 

   If Ye Chen hadn't taken the shot, only death had just been waiting for her. 

 

   Ye Chen shook his head slightly, did not say anything, let Leng Yan help Li Ting up and continue on 

the road. . 

 

  Because of the existence of Xuan Yan, the Bonechewer Ant didn't dare to come close, and could 

only follow far behind, looking for opportunities. 

 

   Ye Chen didn't pay attention to this either. With Xuan Yan there, he didn't worry about these bone-

chewing ants either. 

Chapter 1943: Master Ji Lin! 

   kept walking along the way, finally, Ye Chen was in front and saw a ray of light. 

 

   When seeing these bright lights, Ye Chen exhaled. 

 

   If you keep going on so darkly, I'm afraid everyone will have psychological problems. 

 



   When the four of them approached the light, they found a snowy peak standing tall. 

 

   Xuefeng couldn't see his head at a glance, as if it had penetrated the sky, surrounded by an endless 

ice field. 

 

   Ahee! 

 

   Ji Lin couldn't help but sneezed, it was too cold around him. 

 

   Leng Yan and Li Ting can barely support them, but I'm afraid they won't last long. 

 

   Ye Chen himself didn't feel much, he himself practiced the law of cold ice. 

 

   has certain immunity to cold weather. 

 

  He didn't use Xuan Yan in this, Ji Lin couldn't help but approach Ye Chen with cold. 

 

   found that Ye Chen's surroundings were as warm as a stove, and suddenly felt no coldness. 

 

   Seeing Ji Lin's comfortable appearance, Li Ting couldn't help but walk to Ye Chen's side. 

 

   Li Ting felt an unprecedented warmth when he was next to Ye Chen, and then glanced at a cold 

face. 

 

   Leng Yan glanced, but it didn't pass. 

 

   Seeing this scene, Li Ting was embarrassed to say something. 

 

   Leng Yan is not weak in strength, and can barely resist it. 



 

   The entire ice field could not be seen at a glance, Ye Chen and the four decided to go to Xuefeng. 

 

   It's impossible to say that the thing is on the top of the snow peak. Walking along the way, I didn't 

see anything, only the bodies of some warriors. 

 

   These corpses have already been frozen into ice sculptures, and they no longer have any breath. 

 

   Their strength is low and they can't stand the cold at all. 

 

   If it weren't for Ye Chen's sake, Ji Lin and Li Ting would not have been able to hold on till now. 

 

   hiss! 

 

   When Ye Chen and the others were walking, they suddenly heard some sounds. 

 

  In front of them, a thousand-foot-long ice snake appeared, with a terrifying aura permeating the 

surroundings, causing Ji Lin and Li Ting to back away. 

 

   Ye Chen didn't move, and Leng Yan could barely resist. 

 

   Beast Rotten Sword was held in his hand, Ye Chen's brows furrowed, this was a cold ice ghost 

snake in the three-tier sky of the Star Aperture Realm. 

 

   is surrounded by the breath of cold ice, which can increase the combat effectiveness of the cold ice 

ghost snake invisibly. 

 

   Ji Lin and Li Ting had already avoided far away, Leng Yan took out a fiery red sword and glanced at 

Ye Chen. 

 



   "Retreat, give me this demon." 

 

   Ye Chen said coldly. 

 

   Ye Chen would have to be distracted to take care of it if he coldly shot. 

 

   Leng Yan glanced at Ye Chen, but could only step back behind. 

 

   She also knew how many catties she was, and the next thing could only be handed over to Ye 

Chen. 

 

   The cold ice ghost snake spit out the letter, looking at Ye Chen, his eyes had long been regarded as 

a prey. 

 

   Ye Chen Beast Rotten Sword was held in his hand, and the whole person rushed directly through 

with the power of the ground. 

 

   At the moment of rushing past, his arm was slightly raised, and the beastly sword fell suddenly at 

this moment. 

 

   When the beast rotten sword fell, the ice ghost snake opened its mouth and bit down. 

 

   "Crack!" 

 

   There was a crisp sound, but it didn't have any effect. 

 

   The defense of the cold ice ghost snake is too strong, and the surrounding area is full of strong cold 

laws, which has a certain natural advantage for the monster beast. 

 

   When biting the Beast Rotten Sword, the tail behind the Ice Ghost Snake suddenly pulled over. 



 

   Ye Chen instantly grabbed its tail with his left hand, and applied force directly to his waist. 

 

   up! 

 

   Ye Chen released the beastly sword with his right hand, grabbed his tail with both hands, and 

straightened it up. 

 

   When he got up, he suddenly let go and threw it out. 

 

   Boom! 

 

  The body of the cold ice ghost snake fell on a small mountain peak, Ye Chen took this opportunity 

to hold the decayed beast sword, and the immortal sword intent burst out of his body. 

 

   When the immortal sword intent rushed out, the evil spirit of the beastly sword rushed out of the 

sky. 

 

  The beast rotten sword flashed a weird light, and a sword waved out. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   Sword Qi swept around, and the ice and snow condensed into a small storm, sweeping away. 

 

   At this moment, the cold ice ghost snake had already stood up, and the entire monster beast flew 

out. 

 

   Its mouth opened, spit out a handle ice cone, rushing towards Ye Chen's sword energy. 

 

   stab! 



 

   The moment the sword energy touched the ice cone, there was a loud noise. 

 

   After the loud noise, the figure of the cold ice ghost snake has come to Ye Chen's side. 

 

   When he came to Ye Chen's side for an instant, the huge body of the entire monster beast 

entangled his body. 

 

   Han Bing Gui Snake's body directly used force, Ye Chen only felt that his whole body was tightened. 

 

   "Immortal Divine Body, Ten Alchemy of Blood Qi, Open!!!" 

 

   Ye Chen murmured in his mouth, his body's strength exploded twenty times more than his own. 

 

   With all his strength, he squeezed the Beast Rotten Sword, and pierced into the body of the cold 

ice ghost snake. 

 

   Click! 

 

   The body of the cold ice ghost snake was pierced in, but there was no scarlet blood flowing out, 

but it seemed like an ice sculpture exploded. 

 

   With a roar of pain, the ice ghost snake opened its huge mouth, trying to swallow Ye Chen in one 

bite. 

 

   The body was injured, completely angering the ice ghost snake. 

 

   The three Leng Yan watching from a distance were terrified and admired Ye Chen's strength even 

more. 

 



   It was a correct decision to follow Ye Chen as expected. 

 

   When the ice ghost snake was about to swallow Ye Chen's body. 

 

   Ye Chen's terrifying devilish energy and Gengjin energy erupted directly. 

 

   When the devil energy and the energy of Gengjin touched the body of the ice ghost snake, these 

two energies poured into its body. 

 

   The Cold Ice Ghost Snake sensed that the devilish energy and the Gengjin energy invaded its body, 

before hesitated, he quickly released Ye Chen's body. 

 

   If this continues, the ice ghost snake is very clear that it will definitely be invaded by the devilish 

energy and will completely die by then. 

 

   After the cold ice ghost snake and Ye Chen drew a distance, Ye Chen finally relaxed a lot. 

 

   Ye Chen moved at the moment his body was able to move! 

 

   The flowing breath of the law makes the floating snowflakes in the sky stay in an instant. 

 

  At this moment, it seems that the whole world is forbidden to rotate. 

 

   "Slash the sky with a sword!" 

 

   Ye Chen's whole figure directly rushed over, and suddenly cut out with a sword. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   Wherever this sword went, numerous cracks appeared on the entire ground. 



 

   These cracks are constantly breaking, and the frozen sea water below the ground rises to the sky. 

 

   stab! 

 

   The entire figure of the cold ice ghost snake was chopped in half, and the head of the snake was 

still roaring, but the monster beast could clearly feel that its own vitality was constantly losing. 

 

   I'm afraid I can't hold on for too long. 

 

   Cold Ice Ghost Snake felt his life breath continue to drain, leaving only half of his body, instantly 

rising into the sky. 

 

   This time it didn't rush towards Ye Chen, but flew towards Ji Lin and the others. 

 

   Seeing this scene, Ye Chen's face changed drastically, he wanted to rescue him, but it was too late. 

 

   Ji Lin was very calm, reaching out her hand, her hand exuding black poisonous gas. 

 

   Only half of the remaining body of the cold ice ghost snake submerged in the poison gas and died 

quietly. 

 

   Originally, the cold ice ghost snake wanted to attack the weakest Ji Lin, who knew that stealing 

chickens wouldn't be a loss. 

 

Upon seeing this scene, Ji Lin pretended to stand up in front of the two women, with his hands behind 

him, imitating Gao Rendao: "You are a mere ant, and dare to stray in front of my aunt's grandmother. If 

it wasn't for Lao Na... My grandma doesn't want to move, you might have died long ago." 

 

   After speaking, close your eyes. 

 



   secretly narrowed his eyes and took a peek at Li Ting and Leng Yan. When they found that they 

were shocked and satisfied. 

 

   How can Li Ting and Leng Yan not be shocked! 

 

   They never expected that the children beside Ye Chen were so scary! 

 

   The two have been standing beside Ji Lin, and there are still some lingering fears. 

 

   Just now when Ji Lin used poison, she felt a sense of crisis. 

 

   If you aim at her, you may be poisoned to death. 

 

   There is only one thought in Li Ting's heart now, this man and woman is really terrible. 

 

   can't be described by common sense at all. 

 

   However, before they were relieved from their shock, a ray of light rose from the top of the snow 

mountain! ! 

 

   Ye Chen's expression changed drastically! 

 

  Because, the jade pendant of the Ice Sword Immortal Venerable in his hand turned on! 

Chapter 1944: The power of the Chichen Divine Veins! 

   Ye Chen looked at the jade pendant in his hand with a serious expression, and muttered: "From the 

perspective of the jade pendant, the top of the snow mountain should be related to the Ice Sword 

Immortal." 

 

   "Or, Immortal Ice Sword is guiding me." 

 



   Ji Lin's eyes were also full of curiosity: "Ye Chen, let's go take a look." 

 

"Ok." 

 

   The four people rushed crazy, and it didn't take long before they finally came to the foot of the 

mountain. 

 

  At the foot of the mountain, Ye Chen found many warriors, all staying in place. 

 

   These warriors whispered one by one, and did not intend to go up. 

 

   Ye Chen glanced at Leng Yan and asked her to ask what happened. 

 

   I don't even know the situation now, I have to find out. 

 

   In less than ten minutes, Leng Yan had already found out. 

 

   It turned out that once you step into the mountains, you will enter the rules of this place, and the 

strength of the whole body will be imprisoned. 

 

   Even if he can't use the power of the soul, he can only rely on his own body. 

 

  If that's the case, it's not a big deal, but the more you go to the top of the mountain, the aura of the 

law of ice becomes more and more serious. 

 

   These warriors are not physically capable, they can't resist them at all, they can only wait at the 

foot of the mountain. 

 

   Ye Chen saw a star-aperture realm second-tier heavenly power waiting at the foot of the 

mountain, obviously waiting for the martial artist to come down to take advantage of the fire. 



 

   Knowing the approximate reason, Ye Chen asked Ji Lin and Leng Yan to wait at the foot of the 

mountain. 

 

   Ji Lin was a little unhappy: "Ye Chen, do you underestimate me, I can go up." 

 

   Ye Chen shook his head: "The danger above is unpredictable." 

 

   "What's more, Ji Lin, you are my secret weapon. As a secret weapon, shouldn't it be shot at a 

critical moment? Just leave it to me like going up the mountain." 

 

Ji Lin was only satisfied. He took out a chair from the storage ring, sat on it, deliberately lowered his 

voice, and then told Ye Chen: "Xiaoye, your enlightenment is good. If so, the deity is waiting for you. " 

 

   Xiaoye? 

 

   The deity? 

 

   Leng Yan and Li Ting: "..." 

 

   Ye Chen also smiled, ignored it, and gave Ji Lin a sound transmission. If there was any danger, he 

would directly crush it, and he would be able to perceive it. 

 

   After preparing everything, Ye Chen stepped onto the mountain peak. 

 

   Just as soon as he went up, Ye Chen found that his aura and cultivation base had been forcibly 

confined. 

 

   "What an overbearing restriction." 

 



   "It seems that the top of the mountain guided by Immortal Ice Sword is not as simple as expected." 

 

   "Fortunately, I have an immortal divine body, and activated the red dust divine vein of the main 

defense, such a restriction should not be a problem for me." 

 

  The people at the foot of the mountain looked at the jokes. Their strength in the good fortune 

realm, relying on their flesh, couldn't hold on for half an hour. 

 

   There is actually a martial artist in the Harmony Realm who wants to climb the mountain, and he 

can't help it. 

 

   They thought that Ye Chen could never hold on to the ten breath time. 

 

   However, after ten breaths of time passed, Ye Chen didn't have any painful expression on his face. 

 

   At the beginning, Ye Chen could still vaguely hear the sound below the foot of the mountain. 

 

   It’s just that for a long time, I can no longer hear any sound below the foot of the mountain, I can 

only hear the sound of the cold wind whistling in my ears. 

 

   Walking forward step by step, Shen Xue did not pass Ye Chen's knees, and in front of his eyes, 

there was only a vast expanse of whiteness. 

 

   The closer it gets to the top, the colder it gets, even Ye Chen feels a slight chill. 

 

   didn't know how long he had been walking, Ye Chen saw small black spots in front of him. 

 

   These black spots are all warriors. Ye Chen rushed forward quickly and found that these warriors 

were fighting. 

 

  Beside these warriors, a grass exuding colorful light swayed in the wind. 



 

   "Seven-faced exquisite grass!" 

 

   Ye Chen murmured in his mouth, never expecting to meet him at this time. 

 

   He knew that Li Ting was injured and needed a seven-faced exquisite grass to recover from his 

injury. 

 

   Now that I saw it, help Li Ting once. 

 

   Ye Chen took a look and found that there were at least twenty warriors fighting around. 

 

   Each warrior can only use the power of his flesh to fight, and he can't detect any realm at all. 

 

   Although there are more than 20 warriors, Ye Chen himself is confident enough to get rid of these 

people. 

 

   When Ye Chen appeared, these warriors glanced vigilantly. 

 

   After all, the more people come, the less chance they will compete for the seven-sided exquisite 

grass. 

 

   You know, there is only one seven-faced exquisite grass, and everyone wants it. 

 

   Ye Chen rushed over without any nonsense, his whole figure. 

 

   When he rushed past for an instant, a warrior came to Ye Chen, raised his arm, and hit him with a 

fist. 

 



   There was no change in Ye Chen's face, and then he slammed a fist. The moment the two touched 

each other, the warrior let out a miserable cry. 

 

   There was a clicking sound from the whole arm, and the blood vessels in the body burst directly. 

 

   One move spike! 

 

   Ye Chen's fluctuations made the eyes of many warriors stare at him. 

 

   The scene that Ye Chen brought just now was too shocking. These martial artists did not have the 

suppression of realms, and only used the power of the flesh, and the gap between them was not 

particularly large. 

 

   Being able to get to this point, the physical strength of the cultivation is good, but compared with 

Ye Chen...there is simply no comparison between the two. 

 

   "I need this exquisite seven-faced grass, either roll or die!" 

 

   Ye Chen raised his head and glanced, if he didn't use force to solve everything, he didn't want to 

use the blood in his body. 

 

   The entire Xuefeng, now only one-third walk away, who knows what else to meet on it? 

 

   The remaining warriors glanced at each other, the seven-faced exquisite grass was in front of 

them, and they didn't want to give up. 

 

   Murderous exposure  Ye Chen felt the eyes of everyone, and the corners of his mouth were 

curved. 

 

   Since he is looking for death, no one can blame him! 

 



   When Ye Chen's figure rushed past, one of the warriors gritted his teeth and said, "Everyone, let's 

get rid of him first." 

 

   All the warriors present can see that Ye Chen's threat is the greatest to them. 

 

   Get rid of Ye Chen first, then who can get the seven-sided exquisite grass, and then each has his 

own ability. 

 

   Twenty warriors rushed over, endless murderous intent, like a fierce beast coming out of the cage, 

pounced on Ye Chen! ! 

 

   How can a warrior who can walk here be weak! 

 

   There are even many body refiners! 

 

   In their opinion, this kid is bound to die! 

 

   However, Ye Chen's eyes were dull and he stretched. 

 

   He is not in a hurry to shoot. 

 

   "I've always been curious about the role of the Chichen Divine Veins, and now I will use you to try 

it out." 

 

   The words fell, Ye Chen closed his eyes. 

 

   The blood in his body seemed to be boiling. 

 

   The whole snow-capped mountain suddenly trembled! 

 



   Ye Chen was surprised to find that his skin was flowing with ancient runes. 

 

   Even he can't understand. 

 

   At the same time, there seemed to be a barrier in front of him. 

 

   The barrier is like a golden bell! 

 

   The spiritual power in the body is passing quickly! ! 

 

   Ye Chen's face changed slightly, he just used a part of the Chichen Divine Veins, how could he 

consume so much! 

 

  If you face a strong gatekeeper, does it mean that you want all your spiritual power to concentrate 

on the Red Chen Divine Veins? 

Chapter 1945: Universe! 

   He just wanted to take it back, and dozens of warriors swarmed in! 

 

   Countless shadows hit the barrier! 

 

   The screen freezes. 

 

   There is no fluctuation in the barrier! 

 

   Even more weird thing, the words in the barrier flowed quickly, an invisible force surged! 

 

"boom!" 

 

   In the next second, those warriors who had worked on Ye Chen were lifted off! 



 

  The body of the close person exploded on the spot! 

 

   The white snow is suddenly red as plum blossoms! More blood! 

 

   At this moment, everyone was shocked. 

 

   The kid let them attack without any resistance, but they paid such a high price! 

 

   What the **** is this! 

 

   Even if the body is strong, it is impossible to have no reaction at all! 

 

   Countless people's eyeballs seemed to burst, and their panic swallowed them. 

 

   Now they don’t even have the courage to fight. 

 

   Ye Chen is completely a physical monster. 

 

   They have been completely frightened, and they dare not move a step. 

 

   Ye Chen glanced at his hand in surprise: "Red Chen Divine Veins are too overbearing, right...If I 

activate all the Red Chen Divine Veins, what kind of defense is that?" 

 

   "Also, the old man clearly said that the dust monument is the weakest among the ten 

reincarnation monuments." 

 

   "What is the attribute of the strongest Samsara Profound Stele? If the Heaven-defying Divine Veins 

are activated, will a single glance be able to kill the Star Aperture Gate?" 

 



   At this moment, Ye Chen became interested in the reincarnation monument and his bloodline. 

 

   Stop thinking, Ye Chen stepped out, these people took three steps back, watching with vigilant 

eyes, for fear of suddenly making a move. 

 

   For these people, he is not even interested in killing. 

 

   "Go!" 

 

   In a word, these people fled. 

 

   I usually feel that scrolling is an insult to them, but now it seems like the sound of nature. 

 

   After these warriors left, Ye Chen came to the front of Seven-faced Exquisite Grass. 

 

   Pluck the seven-faced exquisite grass, put it in the reincarnation cemetery, and then give it to Li 

Ting. 

 

   After finishing everything, Ye Chen continued to walk forward, and the light of the jade pendant 

became stronger and stronger. 

 

   The place where Ice Sword Immortal Venerable Lan Xueyue led should be coming soon. 

 

   The surrounding air is getting colder and colder. 

 

   During this period of walking, Ye Chen has been comprehending the law of cold ice. 

 

   If it wasn't for the summit, Ye Chen would be happy to practice here for a while. 

 



   The law of cold ice can definitely reach the realm of great achievement, and then his own strength 

will become even stronger. 

 

   didn't know how long it took to walk, Ye Chen felt that a long time had passed, but there was no 

change around him. 

 

   looked up, Ye Chen found that he was gradually approaching the top of Xuefeng. 

 

   After reaching the top of the mountain, Ye Chen exhaled, he found hundreds of warriors gathered 

here. 

 

   These warriors looked lonely one by one, thinking that there would be some treasures on the top 

of the mountain, but apart from the snow, no treasures were seen. 

 

   This trip to the top of the mountain is completely for nothing! 

 

   Ye Chen stood around the martial artist and noticed a lot of complaints. He looked around, and he 

always felt something wrong. 

 

   In the entire ice field, here is the highest peak, plus one party's rules, how can there be nothing. 

 

   Even if the ancient power is great, you won't waste time making such jokes, right? 

 

   There was nothing around here except snow. Ye Chen couldn't see anything in a short time. He 

could only sit cross-legged and feel the power of the ice law inside. 

 

  Even if there were no treasures, Ye Chen didn't care about it. 

 

   After all, this was an instruction from Bingjian Xianzun. 

 

   There must be a reason. 



 

   Moreover, he found that Yu Pei's change was getting stronger and stronger. 

 

   Seems like something is coming... 

 

   Time passed bit by bit, and I don't know how long it had passed. Ye Chen opened his eyes, and 

suddenly, Xuefeng began to shake constantly. 

 

   The shaking was getting bigger and bigger, as if it was about to collapse. 

 

   Click! 

 

   At the foot of Ye Chen, numerous cracks suddenly came. 

 

   Not only Ye Chen's feet, but the entire top of the mountain, their feet were cracking quickly. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   There was a muffled noise, and under their feet, the snow sank and the whole body lost balance. 

 

   For an instant, Ye Chen's surroundings were pitch black, and he could clearly feel that his body was 

falling continuously. 

 

   Until a muffled noise appeared! 

 

   I can't see five fingers around, and it's pitch black, only the voice of the warrior comes 

intermittently. 

 

   Boom! 

 



   At this moment, a group of flames appeared around them. 

 

There was light around   , Ye Chen took a look and found that the walls were covered with ancient 

calligraphy and painting. 

 

   A group of warriors began to investigate, Ye Chen was no exception, and came to the wall to 

observe carefully. 

 

   But soon, Ye Chen's expression solidified. 

 

   In the mural, a meteorite falls from the sky! 

 

   Ten miles deep pit, the vegetation withered! 

 

   The night swallows, the blood moon is high in the sky! 

 

   The smoke dissipated, and a black ancient stone stele was revealed. 

 

   And beside the stele, there was an old man standing. 

 

   Although he can't see the old man's face clearly, Ye Chen has a strong sense of familiarity! 

 

   These are not important. What really changed Ye Chen's face was that the building behind the old 

man was the Kunlun Xuye Family! 

 

   The picture described by this mural is a scene from the ancient Kunlun Xuye family! 

 

   is also the beginning of all rounds! 

 



   If Ye Chen didn't guess wrong, the meteorite that fell this day was the source of the mysterious 

stone on his body! 

 

  The secret of the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

   But why, this mural will appear in Qiankun Killing Domain? 

 

   Why did the jade pendant of the Bingjian Immortal lead him here? 

 

   Ye Chen suppressed the shock in his heart and continued to look at it. There was an ancient altar in 

the mural. 

 

   In the center of the altar is a burning stone monument. Around the stone monument  countless 

warriors bow down, just like faith! 

 

   Ye Chen feels that he has touched some secret, keep reading! 

 

   However, a crack suddenly appeared in the mural! 

 

   is like being forcibly destroyed with a sword! 

 

   At the junction of the crack, Ye Chen saw a line of words: 

 

   "Blood soul race, prisoner of the kingdom of God, puppet guarding secrets." 

 

   "The Qiankun tribe, the guardian of the killing domain, the ancient ruler of Lingwu." 

 

   Ye Chen's brows were twisted into the word Sichuan. When he discovered this trip, he was 

completely involved in a mystery. 

 



   At the beginning, part of the blood soul race was sealed by the demon saint, the seal was opened, 

and it has gradually awakened. 

 

   And now the Blood Spirit Race and Soul Palace in Lingwu Continent are branches of the ancient 

Blood Soul Race. 

 

   Kunlun's virtual power is trapped by the blood sword gate created by the blood spirit race. 

 

   Now Ice Sword Immortal Venerable is trapped in the Universe Killing Domain again. 

 

   What does this mean? 

 

  Also, why are the blood souls called prisoners of the kingdom of God? 

 

   Ye Chen touched the disappearing mural. He knew very well that the most important part of the 

mural was destroyed. 

 

   Ye Chen glanced around and found another piece of text introducing the Qiankun clan. 

 

   I'm afraid this Qiankun clan also has some connections with the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

   Ice Sword Immortal Venerable used some kind of magic to attract him here, it should be for these 

things. 

 

   In ancient times, the Qiankun clan ruled the Lingwu Continent for a period of time. . 

 

   It is said that the Qiankun clan is a descendant of the **** of Qiankun, and every member of the 

clan has the power of the **** king realm when he is born. 

 

   Every adult tribe, the weakest is the strongest in the closed door realm. 



Chapter 1946: The secret of the reincarnation cemetery? 

   They are not many, with a population of 10,000, but no one dares to provoke them. 

 

   The Qiankun clan was the true ruler of Lingwu Continent. 

 

   It's just that in the years that followed, abnormal changes emerged, and the Qiankun clan 

disappeared overnight. 

 

   As for why it disappeared, no one knows, after the disappearance of the Qiankun clan. 

 

   Human race gradually became the mainstream of Lingwu Continent by virtue of rapid reproduction 

ability and learning ability, but even so, they did not really rule Lingwu Continent. 

 

   Otherwise, there would be no five domains. 

 

   It is rumored that the strong of the Qiankun clan had come into contact with the secrets of the 

deepest part of the Lingwu Continent, making the existence above the heavenly path angry and 

destroying the Qiankun clan overnight. 

 

   These rumors are true or false, no one knows, I am afraid only the real Qiankun people will know. 

 

   While Ye Chen was watching the mural, there was a bustling voice from the warrior. 

 

   The disappearance of the Qiankun clan in Lingwu Continent overnight is not a secret, anyone can 

guess. 

 

   Thinking of this, all the warriors present became excited. 

 

   If they can fuse the blood of the Qiankun clan, they will be able to leap over the dragon gate and 

truly fly into the sky. 

 



  The warriors present had a greedy look in their eyes, and they were already fantasizing in their 

minds. After fusion of their blood, they would dominate the entire Lingwu Continent. 

 

   Regarding the blood of the Qiankun clan, Ye Chen has no interest at all, he himself is the blood of 

reincarnation. 

 

   Even if compared with the blood of the Qiankun clan, they are all high-end, but if the blood of the 

Qiankun clan can be found, Ye Chen will fight for it. 

 

   Although he doesn't use it himself, he can hand it over to the killing sect, and by that time he will 

be able to train a lot of strong people for the killing sect. 

 

   These warriors can't wait, they want to get out of the passage to find the cemetery of the Qiankun 

clan. 

 

   Some warriors simply stopped observing and went straight to the passageway. When someone 

left, other warriors could not sit still, and rushed over one by one. 

 

   Ye Chen was not in a hurry, and kept following behind. 

 

   No one knows how long this passage is, it can only walk continuously. 

 

   As Ye Chen and the others walked forward, they found that the energy in their bodies was 

constantly returning. 

 

   It is good news for everyone. When their realm returns, their chances of survival are even greater. 

 

   Ye Chen followed all the way forward, and found that there was nothing around except the walls. 

 

"what!" 

 



   While Ye Chen was thinking, a scream suddenly came from the front. 

 

   Pedal! 

 

  Some warriors kept retreating. Just now, the ten warriors who walked in the front died silently. 

 

   No one knows what is going on ahead, no one dares to take a step forward. 

 

   Ye Chen raised his head and glanced ahead, and found that there was nothing unusual. 

 

   He glanced at the surrounding walls and noticed that the murals on it were dancing strangely. 

 

   When these murals danced, there was a strange noise, as if the characters on the murals came to 

life. 

 

   In this case, no one dared to move around for fear of something. 

 

   No one dared to move forward. Ye Chen had been studying the mural above and found some 

problems. 

 

   There will be a three-second pause every time the mural moves. 

 

   Ye Chen guessed that during the three-second pause, it was a chance to pass safely. 

 

   Every time the mural dances, there is a long or short time. Since these warriors dare not move, Ye 

Chen decided to take a risk. 

 

   When Ye Chen came to the front from the crowd, some warriors looked at him. 

 

   "What? Do you want to go there? Don't you die?" 



 

   "I think it's another one who wants to die." 

 

   "A **** in the Harmony Realm also wants to pass, knowing nothing about life and death!" 

 

   These warriors looked at the lively state, thinking that Ye Chen would undoubtedly die, and simply 

live on. 

 

   Facing the clamor of the crowd, Ye Chen didn't bother to deal with it either, his eyes fixed on the 

mural. 

 

   This Qiankun clan is related to the reincarnation cemetery, no matter what, he must enter the 

deepest! 

 

   When these murals were about to stop, suddenly Ye Chen moved! 

 

   He used the power of his whole body and rushed over suddenly. 

 

   Three seconds, although not much, is enough for Ye Chen. 

 

  嗖! 

 

   The figure rushed over, everyone thought that Ye Chen would die directly, but took a look. 

 

   hiss! 

 

   is still alive? 

 

   Among the ten warriors who died just now, there were also early stars in the Star Aperture Realm, 

but they were killed in an instant. 



 

   Some warriors rubbed their eyes and looked at this scene in disbelief. 

 

   No one thought that Ye Chen could walk past safely. 

 

   How did he pass without incident? 

 

   Everyone can't figure it out. 

 

   Ye Chen exhaled deeply. He was taking a gamble just now, but he didn't expect to come over. 

 

   glanced at the front and continued to walk forward. As for the warrior behind, he didn't bother to 

pay attention. 

 

   Walking all the way, Ye Chen found a secret room appeared around him. 

 

   These secret rooms have no doors. Ye Chen walked in and took a look, and took a breath. 

 

   There are many treasures in a secret room at random. 

 

   There are at least hundreds of medicinal methods and hundreds of bottles of medicinal pills and 

exercises stored in it. 

 

   Ye Chen rudely put all these stored things into the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

   Next, Ye Chen looked at a few secret rooms and found a lot of good things. 

 

   Soon there was a sound of footsteps, and the warriors rushed over one by one Ye Chen knew that 

these warriors could basically come over. 

 



   After all, he can see what is on the mural, so others can. 

 

   When these warriors rushed into the secret room and saw nothing, they were immediately 

stunned. 

 

  The pill fragrance that diffused from the secret room definitely contained pill, but all were gone. 

 

   "It's definitely that little beast, I took it all away!" 

 

   When Ye Chen rushed over by himself, they all looked in. 

 

   For an instant, these warriors looked for Ye Chen crazy. 

 

   Now Ye Chen is like a treasure house where a human figure moves. When he finds him, he doesn't 

know how many treasures he can get. 

 

   There are so many warriors, it is only a matter of time to find Ye Chen. 

 

   However, he didn't know about the martial artist's desire to find Ye Chen. He continued to harvest 

a lot of treasures in front of him, and walked forward step by step, and found that a huge hole appeared 

in front of him. 

 

   There was a strange atmosphere around the hollow. 

 

   Ye Chen walked in step by step and found a sarcophagus inside. Around the sarcophagus, ancient 

characters were carved. 

 

   Below the sarcophagus, hundreds of space-time soldiers are in battle! 

 

   It’s just too long and the formation has failed. 



 

   Ye Chen grabbed his five fingers and directly collected the soldiers of time and space into the 

reincarnation cemetery. 

 

   After all, one of his big killers-Qianbingbang very much needs this thing. . 

 

   At the same time, Ye Chen found that the jade pendant of the Ice Sword Immortal Venerable had 

completely dimmed, and the energy had obviously dissipated. 

 

   This is Ice Sword Immortal Venerable who used a great price to show himself the way. 

Chapter 1947: wake! 

   Ye Chen's eyes finally fell on the sarcophagus in front of him. 

 

   Although the formation method was broken, the aura radiating from the sarcophagus made Ye 

Chen frightened himself. 

 

   I am afraid that the master inside was a very strong existence before his life. 

 

   Is it too empty to close the door? 

 

   Ye Chen stretched out his hand, curiosity made him want to open the sarcophagus! 

 

   However, at this moment, there was a sound of footsteps behind him! 

 

   Ye Chen turned his head and found that the group of warriors had also come in! 

 

"it's here!" 

 

   These warriors roared, seeing Ye Chen's figure, their eyes became blood red. 

 



   screamed and rushed over. 

 

   Now everyone knows that Ye Chen holds a lot of treasures in his hands. 

 

   A wave of tyrannical auras rushed over, Ye Chen frowned, but he quickly understood the cause of 

the matter. 

 

   Ye Chen now has a lot of treasures in his hands. After these people rushed over, they found that 

there were no treasures in the secret room. They must think of them in his hands. 

 

   After thinking about this, Ye Chen didn't hesitate to hold the Beast Rotten Sword in his hand. 

 

   At the moment the warrior rushed over, his arm was slightly raised, and a sharp sword light 

suddenly rushed over. 

 

   Sword intent with charming eyes, the warrior who rushed to the front, only felt the white light 

flashing, and the breath on his body suddenly disappeared. 

 

   ticking! Tick! 

 

   Blood dripped on the ground, shocking the warriors behind. 

 

   The warrior who rushed past just now was a powerhouse at the pinnacle of good fortune, but he 

was killed in seconds with a single sword. 

 

   Sudden changes have never occurred to all warriors. 

 

   "If you dare to shoot me again, I will kill you!" 

 

   In a word, the warriors dare not move anymore. The scene of Ye Chen's murder just now is still in 

their minds, and the whole hole is full of treasures. 



 

   They didn't need to ruin their lives for the treasure in front of them, it was not worth it. 

 

   The air is dignified. 

 

   The remaining warriors glanced around, and finally their eyes gathered in one place, their fiery 

eyes looking at the sarcophagus. 

 

   I am afraid that the real treasure is inside the sarcophagus. 

 

   But no one dared to do it. 

 

   No one knows if there is any danger in the sarcophagus. 

 

   "This place is the cemetery of the Qiankun tribe. Could it be that this sarcophagus is the corpse of 

the Qiankun tribe? I am afraid that the storage ring that such a strong person carries is very valuable." 

 

   One of the experts in the third level of the Star Aperture Realm came out, he took a deep look at 

Ye Chen, and saw that Ye Chen had not spoken, he came to the sarcophagus, smiled, and slapped his 

palm on the sarcophagus! 

 

   In his opinion, Ye Chen is also afraid! 

 

  The treasure in this sarcophagus must belong to the first person to open it! 

 

   He held the sarcophagus, his arm suddenly squeezed. 

 

   Spiritual power works! 

 

   Click! 



 

   The whole sarcophagus was opened. The big man took a look, and he was suddenly excited, and 

yelled, "It's really a member of the Qiankun tribe." 

 

   "Is this jade bottle the essence and blood left by the Qiankun tribe before death?" 

 

   The big man was extremely excited, and carefully took out a jade bottle from the sarcophagus. 

 

   When the Yu Ping left the sarcophagus, a ghostly figure suddenly rushed over and slapped the big 

man on the chest. 

 

   噗嗤! 

 

   The jade bottle in the hand of the big man fell off, and the whole figure flew out. 

 

   "Hahaha! The blood of the Qiankun tribe is mine!" 

 

   A strong man in the fourth layer of the Star Aperture Realm spoke directly, his eyes full of greed. 

 

grab! 

 

   Everyone became crazy, as if they had taken a stimulant. 

 

   The whole scene became chaotic, and a wave of tyrannical auras rushed toward his face. 

 

  With more monks and less meat, the battle on the scene can be imagined. 

 

   Seeing the blood of the Qiankun clan, Ye Chen shot directly. 

 



   He decided to leave after snatching the blood. I don't know why, there is always a trace of anxiety 

in his heart. It is better to make a quick fight and leave this ghost place early. 

 

   The sharp sword light circulated in the void, and the terrifying sword aura spread to the 

surroundings. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   With a sword falling, the strong man in the fourth layer of the Star Aperture Realm was still 

immersed in joy, and suddenly the whole figure flew out directly. 

 

   The jade bottle quickly fell in the void, Ye Chen's eyes were quick, and he held it directly in his 

hand. 

 

   "Looking for death!" 

 

   The strong man in the fourth-tier sky of the Star Aperture Realm roared and killed him. 

 

   There was still blood on his chest, a sword mark was caused by Ye Chen. 

 

   The treasure that came to his hand was snatched by a martial artist in the Seventh Floor of Hedao 

Realm. How could he agree? 

 

   Seeing the strong from the fourth layer of the Star Aperture Realm rushing over, Ye Chen had no 

intention of entanglement at all and left quickly. 

 

  The things are already in hand, and he has harvested a lot, so he doesn't plan to stay here. 

 

   He is very disturbed! 

 

   This is a keen perception of crisis all year round! 



 

   As for the relationship between this Qiankun clan and the reincarnation cemetery, he does not 

intend to go into it! 

 

  As the distance from the entrance of the cave was getting closer and closer, suddenly, the ground 

vibrated, and a red light burst out from the entrance of the cave. 

 

   Seeing this scene, Ye Chen directly stopped. 

 

   The entire hole is surrounded by light. 

 

   The feeling of coldness made Ye Chen understand that there was definitely something wrong with 

the red light that appeared suddenly! 

 

   What made this light, he didn't know, and he didn't dare to move. 

 

   At this moment, the strong man of the fourth-layer heaven of the Star Aperture Realm behind him 

has already rushed in front of Ye Chen. 

 

   Ye Chen's mouth hung a slight arc, and when the opponent rushed over, he took advantage of his 

strength and directly grabbed his hand. 

 

   When grabbing the arm of the fourth-layer heavenly expert in the Star Aperture Realm, the blue 

veins on Ye Chen's arm violently slammed out. 

 

   When the warrior was thrown out, he rushed towards the crimson barrier. 

 

  Since I don’t know what it is, let him explore the way first. 

 

   When the warrior from the fourth-tier heaven of the Star Aperture Realm  fell on the crimson 

barrier, there was a heart-piercing roar. 



 

   At the speed visible to the naked eye, the body of the strong man quickly melted and quickly 

turned into a pool of blood. 

 

   The screams shocked the surrounding warriors, and when he looked up, he was suddenly startled. 

 

   What is going on here? 

 

   Star orifice powerhouses are so unbearable in front of this crimson light! 

 

   The warriors who had fought, all stopped. 

 

   What's the use of getting stuck here if you can’t get out? 

 

   Ye Chen frowned. He couldn't see what this barrier was. 

 

   can easily melt a martial artist in the fourth layer of the Star Aperture Realm, and I am afraid that it 

would be difficult for someone in the Sealing Realm to get out. 

 

   Star Aperture Realm's fourth-tier heavenly master's lesson learned, let no one of the martial artists 

present dare to touch. 

 

   Obviously, they didn't rush out with complete confidence. 

 

   "Haha, how is the blood of this seat?" 

 

   At this moment, there was a voice suddenly. Everyone heard the reputation and found the corpse 

of the Qiankun tribe inside the sarcophagus. They did not know when they actually came alive. 

 

   Ye Chen saw this scene, and his face gradually became serious. 



 

   He can feel that this Qiankun tribe has not been manipulated, the life aura in his body is exuberant, 

and he is completely alive Qiankun tribe. 

 

   It's just that the aura is not too virtual, nor is it a closed door! ! 

 

   is the Star Aperture Realm! 

 

   Obviously, in the endless years, the cultivation base has long dissipated! 

Chapter 1948: The blood of reincarnation is burning 

   But even in the Star Aperture Realm, there is a possibility of closing doors! 

 

   Everyone present, who can stop? 

 

   In the field, the faces of all the warriors turned pale, the strength of the Qiankun clan was only in 

the Star Aperture Realm, but it made everyone feel a deep fear, not even the courage to shoot. 

 

   This is the suppression from the blood! 

 

   If all the martial artists present are mortals, then the Qiankun clan is the **** of the sky! 

 

   There is only fear in the bloodline difference between humans and gods! 

 

   Unless your blood is more advanced than the Qiankun clan, you can not be affected, but it has 

never appeared. 

 

   Not even the blood of the dragon or phoenix will work. 

 

   The strongest of the Qiankun clan, who can tear the dragon by hand, can imagine how terrifying it 

is. 
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  On the field, only Ye Chen was calm. 

 

   He found that the blood of reincarnation was burning. 

 

   It was like seeing a very familiar existence. 

 

   What happened in the ancient times? 

 

  What does this person's attribute represent? 

 

   At this moment, the man in the sarcophagus was suspended in the air, looking at the warrior 

below, his eyes full of contempt. 

 

   "A group of ants also want to get the blood of one of my clan!" 

 

   As soon as the words of the Qiankun clan fell, one finger fell. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   A warrior in the second-tier sky of the Star Aperture Realm, his entire body exploded into powder, 

completely dead. 

 

   hiss! 

 

   All the warriors took a breath. 

 

   Kill the star orifice with one finger! 



 

   This **** is too scary! 

 

   Ye Chen's brows furrowed, and the pressure brought by the Qiankun Clan was also not small. 

 

   "Hand over your blood and become my slave, so you can survive." 

 

   As soon as the words of the Qiankun clan fell, the warriors in the scene did not move. 

 

   If you surrender your blood, there is no problem, but all those present are strong. 

 

   Warriors have their own dignity, let them become slaves? 

 

   How can I accept it. 

 

   This is completely impossible. 

 

   "My lord, I am willing to surrender everything I got here. As for the slavery, can I forget it?" 

 

   A martial artist in the Star Aperture Realm stood up, holding a box in both hands, looking at it 

timidly. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   The figure of the Qiankun clan flew away, even Ye Chen could only capture a little trajectory. 

 

   "Don't want to be my slave? Looking for death!" 

 



   The strong man of the Qiankun clan grabbed the neck of the talking warrior and suddenly used 

force. 

 

   Click! 

 

   With a crisp sound, the martial artist of the Star Aperture Realm was completely dead. 

 

   "This seat is Yankun of the Qiankun clan. It is your honor to be my servant." 

 

   Qiankun clan powerhouse, has enough pride. 

 

   "Big...sir, don't kill me, I am willing to be your faithful servant." 

 

   A martial artist from the fifth-tier heaven of the Good Fortune Realm, timidly came to Yan Kun, and 

knelt down on the ground. 

 

   Yankun glanced, with a smile at the corner of his eyes, he liked the feeling of others surrendering 

under his feet. 

 

   Although the warriors present were contemptuous in their hearts, no one spoke. There was the 

first one, and a chain reaction soon occurred. 

 

   One after another, the warriors surrendered. In less than a quarter of an hour, there were only a 

small number of warriors who did not surrender. 

 

   This small group has the strongest strength. They don't want to be other people's slaves at all. 

They are not afraid of life or death. 

 

   "I believe everyone is also aware of the tyrannical nature of the Qiankun clan. Only by taking a shot 

together can they have a ray of life." 

 



   At this moment, a powerful person in the Star Aperture Realm's third-tier sky directly spoke, 

staring at Yan Kun with his eyes. 

 

   The remaining warriors all nodded slightly, and the momentum on their bodies began to burst out 

continuously. 

 

   Boom boom boom! 

 

   A depressed breath filled the surroundings, and a trace of disdain flashed from the corner of 

Yankun's eyes. 

 

   "A group of ants, I really thought it was the opponent of my Qiankun clan." 

 

   Yankun's words, just finished speaking, the whole figure suddenly rushed over. 

 

   The speed is so fast that people can't see clearly. 

 

   The warrior who took refuge in the Qiankun clan, in order to survive, rushed directly over. 

 

   When this warrior rushed over, Ye Chen's figure ran towards the place with the most warriors. 

 

   Although he can deal with these people, he does not want to waste his power on these people. 

 

   The most important thing is Yankun of the Qiankun clan, who is the most important thing. As long 

as Yankun dies, these people will naturally destroy themselves. 

 

  The aura of key Yankun made Ye Chen very uncomfortable! 

 

   When Ye Chen rushed over, he took out ten space-time soldiers in his hand. 

 



   For these warriors who take refuge in the Qiankun clan, it is better to fight quickly. 

 

   When the distance was the closest, Ye Chen murmured in his mouth: "A thousand soldiers burst!" 

 

   The space-time soldiers in his hand were directly thrown out, these weapons exuded a frightening 

atmosphere. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   There was a loud and deafening noise, and there was a miserable cry, and the broken limbs were 

flying around. 

 

   The loud noise erupted, alarming Yankun of the Qiankun clan, but when he saw that he was only a 

Seventh-layer Heaven in the Hedao Realm, he smiled contemptuously. 

 

   This kind of warrior is just a little trick, so there is no need to look at it. 

 

  Wait for him to solve the highest existence on the field, and then come back to clean up. 

 

   Thousands of soldiers exploded, and the power that burst out was too terrifying. For a moment, 

the warrior dared not approach Ye Chen again. 

 

   They know that Ye Chen has a lot of space-time soldiers. 

 

   Seeing no one attacked him, Ye Chen glanced at Yan Kun and fought with the strongest person in 

the field. 

 

   That is a sect elder, the sixth-level heaven of the star aperture! 

 

   has been hiding in the crowd! 



 

   Now that the crisis has appeared, it has only been exposed! 

 

   Even if Ye Chen meets, it may not be able to shake. 

 

   Prior to this, Ye Chen broke out with all his strength, barely able to cross two levels of battle. 

 

   However, that was when it was half-step along the road. 

 

   Now his realm is Hedao Realm Seventh Heaven! It is difficult to fight the Seventh Floor of the Star 

Aperture Realm! 

 

   Only because, after the Star Aperture Realm, every small realm has the power of a great realm! 

 

   Thinking about the previous half-step battle across two levels, it is almost impossible! 

 

   Unless, Ye Chen uses all his hole cards! 

 

   This is the road of cultivation, the more terrifying the farther you go. 

 

   Ye Chen looked at the elder and shook his head, the other party was bound to die. 

 

   Yankun is only in the Star Aperture Realm, but every time he takes a shot, the elder feels that his 

blood is not flowing, and he has an instinctive fear. 

 

   This is the bloodline suppression of the Qiankun clan! 

 

   Ye Chen clenched the beastly sword in his hand, although he didn't know how strong Yan Kun was, 

he had to make a move. 

 



   Now that the elder is still alive, he can contain Yan Kun. Once he falls, they can only let Yan Kun 

slaughter him unilaterally. 

 

  嗖! 

 

   Ye Chen's figure rushed directly, and the immortal sword intent spread from all directions. 

 

   The killing intent of the beast mortal sword is constantly spreading! 

 

   When Yankun saw Ye Chen rushing over, a trace of anger appeared on his face. 

 

  A martial artist in the realm of harmony, dare to attack him? 

 

   really knows how to live and die! 

 

   Yankun decided to get rid of this ant first, and then go to deal with the Star Aperture Realm 

powerhouse. 

 

   His whole figure disappeared into the void and suddenly came to Ye Chen. . 

 

   Yankun raised his arms, his fists creaked. 

 

   Every strong person of the Qiankun clan will not use any weapons. They believe that their own 

body is the best attack. 

Chapter 1949: There is the power of fighting to seal the door! 

boom! 

 

   When Yan Kun rushed over, Ye Chen raised his arm and used the beast sword to resist. 

 

   stab! 



 

   Ye Chen's figure backed two steps, the blood in his body surged. 

 

   "Huh? You are not affected by the blood of our Qiankun clan." 

 

   Yankun's face that didn't change from surprise finally showed a trace of movement. 

 

   His pupils are dilated! 

 

   When ordinary warriors fought with him, they would slow down because of the bloodline 

suppression, but just now, Ye Chen was not affected at all. 

 

   The reaction speed is extremely fast, and it is done in one go without being suppressed at all. 

 

   can not be suppressed by their bloodline, unless the bloodline is stronger than their Qiankun clan. 

 

   This is the only possibility! 

 

   But how could it be Hedao Realm that is stronger than their bloodline! 

 

   Yankun looked at Ye Chen, with doubts and killing intent in his eyes. 

 

"who are you?" 

 

   "Why come to me." 

 

   "Your blood..." 

 

   "Why do I feel the breath of the red dust divine veins in your body..." 



 

   Ye Chen also felt Yan Kun's gaze change, and his whole person instantly became vigilant. 

 

   The power of the six paths converged, endless magical energy rolled, and the energy of Gengjin 

completely exploded! 

 

   Immortal sword intent spread all around! 

 

   The law of time, the law of ice, the law of time and space, the flow of madness. 

 

   The killing intent in the beast rotten sword completely broke out. 

 

   Ye Chen made the strongest posture to deal with Yankun. 

 

  嗖! 

 

   Yankun's figure stayed in place, but Ye Chen was very clear in his heart. 

 

   He has rushed over! 

 

   Yan Kun in the same place is just an afterimage! 

 

   Boom! 

 

   Behind Ye Chen, Yan Kun shot out with a fist. 

 

   When he waved his fist, Ye Chen twisted his whole body and slashed out with a sword. 

 

   stab! 



 

   With a sword down, only a white mark appeared on Yan Kun's fist, without even scratching his 

skin. 

 

   The terrifying defense power made Ye Chen tremble. 

 

   Fortunately, the elder noticed the problem and slashed to Yan Kun! 

 

   The knife brought Ye Chen a little breath, and his whole figure kept backing away. 

 

   As he retreated, a sword swung out continuously. 

 

   Sword aura is permeated in the entire hollow. 

 

   The entire hollow swayed constantly, as if it was about to collapse. 

 

   "Lingsha strikes together!" 

 

   He is full of electric lights, incarnate as a golden thunder! 

 

   stab! 

 

   The bright sword light burst out with dazzling light, like a scorching sun. 

 

   Sword spirit whizzed in, swept across the past, the warriors who were at war felt the horrible 

sword intent, and couldn't help but retreat crazily. 

 

   The fierce sword spirit is unstoppable and has the power to open the sky. 

 



   The entire sky seemed to be eclipsed by this sword. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   A sword rushed over, Yan Kun's face changed slightly, and his arms covered his chest. 

 

   stab! 

 

   ticking! Tick! 

 

   With a sword down, Yan Kun's whole figure flew out, and on his arm, a hideous sword mark 

appeared. 

 

   Sword marks braved blood and water, violent power poured into his body. 

 

   is constantly eroding, and he can only split a part of his power to counter the power in his body. 

 

   The warrior who had rebelled, saw Yan Kun injured, and suddenly had an illusion. 

 

   Qiankun clan seems to be nothing more than that! 

 

   A Hedao Realm 7th-level heaven can hurt him! 

 

   Qiankun people have only heard about it, and have no experience at all. Although there is fear in 

their bones, they are not too much. 

 

   If Yan Kun hadn't killed the two star orifice powerhouses just now, maybe there would be no 

warriors to rebel. 

 



   After all, Yan Kun made a move just now, and it shocked everyone, and the strong group made 

them feel rebellious. 

 

   But now I see the scene before my eyes, it seems that the Qiankun clan is not very good. 

 

   Yankun dumb eats Coptis chinensis, there is hardship to tell. 

 

   If it weren't for my own cultivation base in the endless years, without recovery, how could it be so! 

 

   And, where is the power that erupted from the seventh layer of Hedao Realm? Has been infinitely 

close to the fifth level of the Star Aperture Realm. 

 

   Where did the evildoer come from? 

 

   Is it possible that the human evildoers of Lingwu Continent have reached this point? 

 

   Ye Chen exhaled deeply, his eyes fixed on Yan Kun. 

 

   Now Yan Kun is entangled by the Star Aperture Realm elder, giving him a chance to breathe. 

 

   took out some pill from the reincarnation cemetery, put it in his mouth, and then held the beastly 

sword. 

 

   His whole figure suddenly rushed over, flying away like a cannonball. 

 

   When he rushed to Yan Kun, a sword swung out. 

 

   After seeing Ye Chen, Yankun rushed over frantically, even if the Star Aperture Realm powerhouse 

shot him. 

 



  Any strong people are all ants. In his eyes, Ye Chen is the biggest threat. 

 

   When Ye Chen saw Yan Kun rushing over, phantoms of unicorn and white tiger appeared behind 

him. 

 

   Every phantom shadow is vivid and vivid, as if it really appeared in front of everyone. 

 

Roar! 

 

   The deafening roar made some warriors cover their ears. 

 

   The virtual shadow was 10%, and suddenly rushed over. 

 

   Yan Kun's face remained unchanged when the two fierce beasts rushed past. 

 

   stretched out both hands, grabbed the phantom, and wanted to tear it apart directly. 

 

   stab! 

 

   A crisp sound, the ghost of the two beasts, caused Yan Kun to tear apart with one hand. 

 

   When Yan Kun rushed towards Ye Chen again, he suddenly felt a dangerous breath. 

 

   When he looked up, he found twenty space-time soldiers appearing above his head. 

 

   Twenty space-time soldiers is definitely Ye Chen used the most. 

 

   In order to cause Yan Kun to be seriously injured, Ye Chen spared no expense. 

 



   Buzzing! 

 

   The Space-Time Soldier made a buzzing sound and suddenly exploded. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   There was a deafening explosion, and a terrifying aftermath filled the surroundings. Some weak 

warriors  spouted out a mouthful of blood, almost not being killed by the aftermath. 

 

   "Ah! I want you to die!" 

 

   At this time, Yan Kun no longer looked arrogant as he was just now. He was miserable and his body 

was covered with scars. 

 

   Ye Chen's face was pale, looking at Yan Kun, a wry smile appeared at the corner of his mouth. 

 

   Such a thousand soldiers exploded, the power of the explosion, even a strong person in the same 

realm as Yan Kun could be killed by surprise, but Yan Kun could still survive. 

 

   The defensive power of the Qiankun clan is really terrifying! 

 

   Yankun has completely lost his mind now. If it weren't for how many years he had been sealed, 

how could it have caused the current situation. 

 

   Now that the whole person has completely entered the runaway mode, he feels that the face of 

the Qiankun clan has been lost by him! 

 

   Dealing with a martial artist in the realm of harmony, not only did not kill, but also made himself so 

embarrassed. 

 



   Of course, he still has a little bit of fortune in his heart. If Ye Chen is in the same realm as him, I am 

afraid that he will be killed in a second. 

 

   Yankun wiped off the blood from the corners of his mouth, staring at Ye Chen with a pair of eyes, 

and said in a cold voice: "It is an honor for you to die in the hands of Qiankun Shu!" 

 

   Ye Chen grasped the beastly sword, and did not speak. 

 

   Qiankun technique is the strongest magic technique of the Qiankun clan, and it is also their clan's 

trump card. Once used, it can burn its own essence and blood and raise its physical body to a 

hundredfold. 

 

   This is also the real reason why the Qiankun clan is terrible. 

 

   What a terrifying concept is a hundred times? ? 

 

   There is the power of fighting to seal the door! 

 

   And Ye Chen, in front of this, he must die! 

Chapter 1950: Kill the sword, come out! 

   Qiankun people generally don’t use such power! 

 

   will only be used when there is a real crisis! 

 

   Obviously, Ye Chen is a crisis now! 

 

   Before Yan Kun's state had risen to the extreme, the elder Star Aperture suddenly shot, and the 

sword in his hand had reached the extreme, and a sharp blade suddenly rushed from behind Yan Kun. 

 

   There was a sneer from the corner of Yankun's mouth, and he didn't care at all, but turned around 

and punched out with a fist. 



 

boom! 

 

   The moment the sword light touched Yan Kun's fist, it fell apart. 

 

   The old man also turned into a blood mist on the spot! 

 

   Seeing this scene, Ye Chen's face was gloomy, but he was helpless. 

 

   Yan Kun's physical body is too strong now, and ordinary methods are useless to deal with him. 
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   If you use the Chichen Divine Veins, you can only withstand one blow! 

 

After   , what should I do? 

 

   Even if you use Kill Domain and Zhantian Sword, you don’t necessarily have a chance! 

 

   must go now! 

 

   He hasn't figured it out now, what exactly does Bingjian Immortal mean? 

 

   The awakening of this Qiankun clan will only bring him a crisis! 

 

   Ye Chen didn't hesitate anymore, using the spirit, when Yan Kun was about to climb the door, he 

would directly throw out the soldiers of time and space! 

 

   "A thousand soldiers burst!" 

 



   Endless gas waves surge! 

 

   Because of being too close, Ye Chen's body was also impulsive by the waves! 

 

   He wanted to activate the blood, but thinking about the consumption of spiritual power, he gave 

up! 

 

   The heart-piercing pain caused Ye Chen's painstaking support, and a variety of different energies 

brought a violent breath. 

 

   His body has gradually become unsupported. 

 

The atmosphere around    became violent, and the void began to crack. 

 

   On top of everyone's heads, snow keeps falling. 

 

   The entire cavity is about to collapse. 

 

   Yankun frowned, and he felt the weird and terrifying aura on Ye Chen's body, which made him feel 

scared. 

 

   "This seems to be the samsara monument? Did this kid refine the samsara monument?" 

 

   "Impossible, so how can ants refine this kind of magical thing." 

 

   Thinking of this, Yan Kun rushed past with lightning speed. 

 

   The moment he rushed over, he naturally saw Ye Chen. 

 

   "The humble ants still want to fight against me and die!" 



 

   smashed down at Ye Chen with a dazzling light! 

 

   However, at this time, Ye Chen's eyes were completely closed. 

 

   The blood surging and frenzy in the body. 

 

   In front of him, a phantom of an ancient stone monument was suspended! 

 

   And this stone monument is exactly the dust monument of Ye Chen's refinement! 

 

"boom!" 

 

   The dust monument and Yan Kun’s power touch! 

 

   A ripple is rippling in the air! 

 

   Suddenly, the ripples disappeared! 

 

   Yankun's body has taken a full ten steps back! 

 

   His eyes widened: "It's really the Reincarnation Profound Stele or the Dust Stele, you...you actually 

awakened the Scarlet Chen Divine Veins!" 

 

"how is this possible!" 

 

   Ye Chen's face was pale, and he did not respond to the other's panic! 

 

   He found that the spiritual power of his dantian was almost empty! 



 

   It is impossible to perform a blow! 

 

   Yankun obviously also noticed something wrong with Ye Chen, and was relieved in shock: "Your 

realm is too low, even if you awaken the Chichen Divine Veins, it's useless! I'm afraid it can only release 

a blow!" 

 

   "In that case, the reincarnation monument in your body belongs to me!" 

 

   However, at this moment! 

 

   A lazy voice suddenly sounded: "Hey, this kid, I don't want you to move him." 

 

   Yan Kun was startled! His eyes shot sharply in one direction! 

 

   I can only see in the distance, a man carrying a sword box stands proudly! 

 

   The man stared at Yan Kun with a stick of grass in his mouth. 

 

   Yankun clearly felt the crisis from the opponent. 

 

   Also, his magical effect gradually disappeared, and his strength began to decline. 

 

   "Who are you! Why do you want to help this kid?" 

 

   The sword box man smiled slightly: "You are not worthy of knowing my name because of your 

cultivation in the Star Aperture Realm." 

 

   After finishing speaking, he looked at Ye Chen and said, "Boy, enter the sarcophagus." 

 



   "Last time, when you refined the Reincarnation Profound Tablet, you were interrupted a bit by 

that guy. The Chichen Divine Veins were a little insufficient." 

 

   "And if the essence of the Qiankun clan, if refined, it is estimated that it can compensate you a 

little bit." 

 

   "And, this place can collapse immediately." 

 

   After finishing speaking, the sword box man walked towards Yan Kun. 

 

   Every step is filled with bleakness. 

 

   Ye Chen glanced at the six swords, the wind is clear, and he walked towards the sarcophagus. 

 

   He has a bottle of the Qiankun Clan's essence blood in his hand. If it is refined, the effect will be 

good. 

 

   The sarcophagus opened and Ye Chen entered. 

 

   The world is dark. 

 

   Ye Chen didn't hesitate, and took out the jade bottle from the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

   The inside of the bottle happened to be the blood of the Qiankun clan. 

 

   Ye Chen ran the reincarnation art of the gods and demons, and directly put the blood into his 

mouth. 

 

   When the blood entered his mouth for an instant, violent energy invaded his body madly. 

 



   When the blood invades inside, it is more violent than any monster blood. 

 

   Ye Chen gritted his teeth, frantically using exercises to suppress the blood. 

 

   Whether it can succeed depends on the critical moment now. 

 

   The heavy snow covered the entire cave. As for the other martial artists, except Ye Chen, they had 

already escaped. 

 

   The whole world seems to be only Yan Kun and the six swords, and the wind is clear. 

 

   Yankun's eyes are gloomy: "There is a reincarnation monument on this child, are you really not 

interested in it?" 

 

   The six sword gods stretched out, "Does you mean that you are afraid? As for the reincarnation 

monument, I am really not interested." 

 

   Yankun's face became more and more ugly, he glanced at the sarcophagus no longer hesitate! 

 

   appeared directly in front of Feng Qingyang in the next second, and hit it with a punch! 

 

   This punch seems to break the stars! Destroy everything! 

 

   However, to his surprise, the sword box man had no plan to dodge. 

 

   "Why don't you hide! Although I fell, I can still use the power of half-step closure!" 

 

   Yankun roared. 

 

   The wind Qingyang smiled. 



 

   smiled very freely. 

 

   "Qiankun Clan, you are still alive. If I guess right, I should have some contact with the Kingdom of 

God." 

 

   "The Kingdom of God has been standing in Lingwu Continent for so many years, haven't you seen it 

through yet?" 

 

   Suddenly, Yan Kun's fist stopped. 

 

   The destructive power completely disappeared! 

 

   just because an old sword box appeared in front of him! 

 

   The surface of the sword box is really shining like stars. 

 

   This light has a trace of original power! 

 

   "See through what?" 

 

   Hearing the other party mentioning the kingdom of God, Yan Kun's eyes shrank and he was 

surprised. 

 

  Feng Qingyang looked at the sarcophagus, his smile disappeared suddenly, and a cold killing intent 

shot out from his eyes, saying every word: 

 

   "Some people are destined to be immobile." 

 

   "Some people are born to shake the kingdom of God!" 



 

   "As for those who moved him, they will be annihilated in the endless dust!" 

 

   "The sword box is the way, break everything, destroy the sword, and come out!". 

 

   The words fell, in the sword box, a sword was suspended in front of Yan Kun. 

 

   This sword seems to represent annihilation! 


